Denver’s Road Home invites you to participate in our Givers Summit.
Community connections are vital to creating a better future for every Denver resident. Be a giver by
investing in a supported and connected future for every person in need. We want your stories,
experiences, challenges and passion for in-kind giving in Denver.
On Tuesday, February 5, 2019, from 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., Denver’s Road Home will host a summit for
community-based organizations, individuals, neighborhoods, city agencies and other stakeholders to
improve coordination and collaboration to better serve our community.
We want to hear from you! What has been successful and fulfilling? What has been complicated or
frustrating? How does giving affect your organization, your neighborhood, your business and—not
least—your life? As a giver, what motivates you and what makes you feel you’re making a difference?
As someone who has benefited from others’ generosity, what do you wish those giving knew? How
can we meet all our neighbors’ needs better with more health and dignity? We’re organizing a limited
number of hourlong sessions allowing stakeholders to engage with communities around the issue of
giving in Denver. Our goal is discussion of a variety of topics, including how and where giving takes
place, with focuses on community collaboration and basic needs charity in public spaces. Denver has
a well-cultivated spirit of generosity, full of stakeholders who care about people! We want to hear your
stories of generosity and learn how, as a community, we can best serve the most vulnerable among
us with in-kind donations.
Please submit information on your proposed presentation, facilitated discussion, activity or
panel by January 15, 2019, to adam@joiningvisionandaction.com with a brief description, including
the following:
1. Your name and organization
2. Your experience with giving or receiving gifts in the Denver community
3. A general outline of your presentation, activity, or panel
4. A proposed title for your session
5. Your intended session outcome
6. Please reference any technology needs (e.g., projector, PowerPoint, etc.)
A host committee of committed community members will make selections based upon responses by
January 16, 2019. If your proposal is selected, we’ll discuss any technical or other needs you may
have. We’re grateful for your interest.
Additional Guidelines
◼

Panels should not exceed 5 participants

◼

Interactive sessions are very welcome

◼

Presentations do not necessarily need to relate to homelessness
but are open to any type of “giving” or charitable activity

◼

Presentations or activities that discuss charitable activity in the
everyday public (i.e., not monetary giving, major giving, etc.) are
desired

